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• HB2 was repealed in 2017 and replaced by HB142.
• HB142 restricts local governments from protecting LGBTQ+ 

people in workplaces and public accommodations.
• Many colleagues were prevented from attending SMTE 

because of this law.



Our student teachers are 
going to teach 

LGBTQ students.



Student attitudes toward issues of 
gender and sexuality are directly 
influenced by teacher attitudes.

Male singers in high school choirs expressed more 
progressive views of masculinity and sexual diversity when 
the teacher modeled such behavior

(Ramsey, 2013)



When surveyed, in-service music 
teachers appear comfortable with 
LGBTQ+ people generally but are not 
demonstrating that in their classrooms.

(Garrett & Spano, 2017)



(Garrett & Spano, 2017)



• Teachers appear to be unprepared to address anti-LGBTQ 
harassment in classrooms 

(Palkki & Caldwell 2018)

• LGBTQ issues appear seldom addressed in teacher 
education or professional development; pre-service 
teachers have demonstrated prejudicial language 

(Kitchen and Bellini, 2012)

• Articles written about LGBTQ issues in K-12 schools is 
produced by university instructors, while unsupportive 
response letters were contributed by K-12 educators 

(Freer, 2013)



• Current efforts tend to focus on the 
“emotional and physical safety paradigm” –
the victim model

(Szalacha, 2004, p. 69)

• Undergraduate students today are likely to 
have had out LGBTQ friends in high school



Teacher preparation programs must 

adequately prepare preservice teachers to 

provide culturally competent instruction for 

all identities, including sexual diversity. 

(Szalacha, 2004)



Improving representation in 
curricula means authentically 
embedding LGBTQ identity in 
discussions at every stage of 

training



1.Gender Diverse Vocabulary

2.Curricular Suggestions

3.Context of current policies

(Palkki & Sauerland, 2018)



GENDER DIVERSE 
VOCABULARY [1]



Sexual 
Orientation /

Attractionality

Biological Sex

Gender Identity

Gender 
Expression

LG – Lesbian and Gay
B - Bisexual
T - Transgender
Q - Queer
Q - Questioning
I - Intersex
P - Pansexual
2S – Two-spirited
A - Asexual
A - Ally

(Bergonzi, Carter, & Garrett, 2016)



• LGBTQ people exist

• Non-heterosexual relationships exist

• Non-gender binary people exist

• Non-heteronormative families exist

Does the language we are using in our classroom 
discussions acknowledge these facts?



What words do we use when describing:
– Family structure?
– Gender of romantic interests?
– Gender identity of unfamiliar students?

(The Safe Space Kit, 2016)

– Instruments?
– Voices parts?

(Palkki, 2015)



• Rather than “male” or “female” try: 
– “bodies with penises” and “bodies with uteruses”
– “changed voices” and “unchanged voices”

• Many bodies don’t fit stereotypes about 
“biological sex”:
– trans people
– genderqueer people
– people with intersex conditions
– people who cannot or choose not to reproduce
– non-trans women who have had hysterectomies
– non-trans men who do not have testicles 

(Spade, 2012)



https://thebridgesweburn.com/break-the-binary/

https://thebridgesweburn.com/break-the-binary/


• AP and Chicago now permit use of singular they in 
appropriate circumstances (ACES Conference 2017)

• APA allows use of singular they when doing so affirms an 
individual's identity:

Respect people’s preferences; call people what they 
prefer to be called. Accept that preferences change with 
time and that individuals within groups often disagree 
about the designations they prefer. Make an effort to 
determine what is appropriate for your situation; you 
may need to ask your participants which designations 
they prefer, particularly when preferred designations are 
being debated within groups.

(APA Publication Manual, 2010, p. 72)



CURRICULAR 
SUGGESTIONS [2]



"For teacher education to be inclusive, LGBTQ students and 

curriculum need to be present across all courses. This 

would include, for example, explicit attention in areas such 

as equity and diversity, education law, psychology, and 

classroom management, as well as the inclusion of queer 

content in all subject areas." 

(Kitchen & Bellini, 2012, p. 458) 



• Don’t call roll the first day
– Allow students to self-identify in writing
– Use a seating chart or sign-in sheet

• Explicitly establish guidelines for class that include 
respect for a person’s preferred name and pronouns

• Explicitly identify gender-neutral bathroom options

• If you make a pronoun or name mistake, correct 
yourself. If a student does, correct them.

(Spade, 2012)





• Role plays

• Interviews

• Push students beyond comfort 
zones

• Deconstruct social categories
(Scali, 2015; Stufft & Graff, 2011)



• Teach pre-service teachers to examine their 
own biases

• Activity: Make it personal

– What is it like for students to have personal details 
they aren’t comfortable sharing with their 
teachers?

– Have students reflect on aspects of their lives they 
would be reluctant to share with teachers

– Have students share and/or journal

(Stufft & Graff 2011)



• Be practical—”Do I know what I would do when…?” 
(Bergonzi, 2014)

• Be critical of identities in scenarios and avoid 
“universality”: race, gender identity, attractionality, socio-
economic class, etc.

• Seek advice from community members. The knowledge 
needed is already in the daily practice of successful 
individuals.

(Cochran-Smith & Lytle, 1999)



GALA Open Table Committee. (2019). A New Harmony: Equity, Access and 
Belonging, A Workbook for GALA Choruses (W. Southerland, Ed.). GALA Choruses.





A rural ELA teacher: 

“I am fairly certain that using literature with LGBT themes 

would upset many parents, and potentially cause me to lose 

my job. It is one of the reasons I feel a little uncomfortable in 

this district; I believe that curriculum should address these 

voices instead of silencing them, but I'm not sure I'm brave 

enough to deal with 90% of my students' parents.”
(Page 2017, p. 8)



LGBTQ content in curricula has 
been well received by both 

students and parents.

(Stufft & Graff, 2011)



Include and acknowledge
repertoire with LGBTQ composers 
and themes. (Stufft & Graff, 2011)

• Neil Amin-Smith
• Billie Joe Armstrong
• Azealia Banks
• Samuel Barber
• Ludwig Beethoven
• Leonard Bernstein
• David Bowie
• Benjamin Britten
• John Cage
• Wendy Carlos
• Frederic Chopin
• Aaron Copland
• Arcangelo Corelli
• Miley Cyrus
• David Daniels
• G.F. Handel

• Lou Harrison
• Vladimir Horowitz
• Elton John
• Janis Joplin
• John Kander
• Lady Gaga
• Laura Jane Grace
• Steve Grand
• Jennifer Higdon
• Andrew Lippa
• Jean-Baptiste Lully
• Barry Manilow
• Ricky Martin
• Gian Carlo Menotti
• Freddie Mercury
• George Michael

• Pauline Oliveros
• Owen Pallett
• Daniel Pinkham
• Cole Porter
• Francis Poulenc
• Ned Rorem
• Camille Saint-Saens
• Franz Schubert
• Sia
• Ethel Smyth
• Stephen Sondheim
• Pyotr Tchaikovsky
• Virgil Thomson
• Michael Tippett
• Rufus Wainwright

https://hornetapp.com/stories/lgbtq-musicians-encyclopedia/
https://musescore.com/groups/lgbt-composers-and-songwriters/discuss/83075

https://hornetapp.com/stories/lgbtq-musicians-encyclopedia/
https://musescore.com/groups/lgbt-composers-and-songwriters/discuss/83075


Teach to student to be critical of repertoire texts



Teach song-story improvisation using books with non-binary 
and non-heteronormative characters:

– And Tango Makes Three (Richardson and Parnell)

– Red: A Crayon’s Story (Hall)

– I Am Jazz (Herthel and Jennings)

– 10,000 Dresses (Ewert)

– Julian is a Mermaid (Love)

– Introducing Teddy: A Story about Being Yourself (Walton)





CONTEXT OF 
CURRENT POLICIES [3]



Address gender variation in 
ensemble names and identities.

Where do trans folks fit in 
“men’s” and “women’s” choruses?

(Rastin, 2016)



Address gender variation in your 
uniforms and dress codes.

Who are you excluding?
Does binary appearance improve performance?

(Rastin, 2016; Blaisdell, 2018) 



• Gender-binary formal concert attire

• Gender-neutral formal concert attire

• Gender-optional ensemble shirt

• Gender-neutral uniform garment (e.g. choir robes)

• Gender-flexible outfit parameters
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Queer competent instruction means:

1. Making explicit, intentional choices to affirm identity every day, 
class period

2. Including LGBTQ+ identity in all applicable discussions

3. Providing LGBTQ+ related content resources in all content areas

4. Recognizing heteronormative, cis-normative bias and finding 
more inclusive possibilities
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